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Borrow for free with Kindle Unlimited or  Prime!Having lost the family ranch due her parents untimely

death and their past debts, Samantha Marlow is forced to look for a job for the first time in her life.

Accustomed to using her nickname, Sam, she is hired as a cook, based off of her resume,

site-unseen.Jake Dampier needs someone to manage his household while he manages his ranch.

He never anticipated his foreman would hire someone without interviewing them in person,

especially someone as young and beautiful as Sam. The last thing he wants is a distractionâ€”but it

may turn out to be just what he needs.Previously published by Treble Heart Books, Mountainview
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The characters were too shallow to be compelling. i was tempted to quit reading because I did not

find the main characters interesting or even very likeable. I stuck with it then was disappointed with

Sam's lack of digression and I found the story's ending several years later contrived and



unnecessary. Perhaps it was aimed at more youthful readers.

I thoroughly enjoyed this story and was sorry when it ended. I couldn't put it down. I finished the

book at 1:00 AM. Guess thatshows how much I liked it. I bet if you bought it, you would really enjoy

reading it too.

A well written book and about the relationship between two people who have been put together in a

unique situation. Once I started reading it was difficult to put down. Great ending too.

Jake and Samantha's story is totally amazing. You will love the way Jake is put into a position

where he feels he has to hire Sam. You can feel God in this amazing book. The characters in this

book are all totally very special people. This book is hard to put down.

This book had potential, but the writing is quite simplistic. So many things are told instead of letting

them develop through the story. I was quite frustrated with the lack of communication in the book,

but later found that was part of her purpose, so I really didn't let that factor into my review. The

setting did not ring true with me at all. It is true that someone could be left with nothing after debts

were paid off on a ranch. However, most ranches are in families for generations. It takes a lot to

build them up. Jake would never be in that position as young as he is coming from the background

in foster care. If you like straight forward simplistic writing and can suspend disbelief about the

situations that they are in, you may like this book.

Samantha has suffered the loss of her parents along with everything else she's held close. Finding

employment on a ranch seems like the answer to a prayer, or perhaps the beginning of more

heartbreak.Jake is used to being a loner, growing up without a real family. When you work around

horses and other men who don't really talk, you don't worry about mincing words. Frustration with a

beautiful woman who has captured his heart doesn't come easy and he's about to lose her for good

if he doesn't learn to say something quick!Miss Williams created memorable characters that stay

with you long after you've put the book down. I'm looking forward to reading more of her work!

Samantha just arrived to Georgetown, the new town where she'll be staying as she works as a

"housewife" cooking & cleaning. The only problem, everyone was expecting a man since Samantha

went by the name Sam. However a decision is made and she is able to stay. She is told where she



would sleep and begins her job. Sam likes where she is. She's content and happy after coming from

such a sad time in her life. As times passes Sam slowly falls for her boss, Jake. But what happens

when an old friend returns and jealousy rises? Will Sam have to leave or is there a solution?Jake is

shocked to find a woman as the hired help. Since he's left to make the decision, Jake decides to let

Samantha stay. Sam is pretty and Jake likes her...a lot. So when he takes their relationship another

level, everything seems to go great. Not until new help arrives. Jake is jealous and tries to control it.

But will he be able to or will jealousy conquer all?Sam & Jake were perfect! Sam is pretty and a

classy lady while Jake is the strong man who turned his life around. This story had me going on an

emotional roller coaster. When I thought there was no help left, I was proven wrong.This is my first

book from Susette Williams and I am very satisfied. Something About Sam was a clean romance

with a mixture of religious teachings and love.Overall, a very good story that all will enjoy,

This was quite different from Susette Williams' others books perhaps because it was in a more

modern setting but definitely because it was infused with more Christian religious practices. So if

this is what you enjoy, then this is the book for you.Besides that, it is a sweet story about two people

who eventually learn that good communication will help solve their problems with each other,

whether these problems are real or imagined. And of course they fall in love, but you are going to

have to read the book for yourself because I'm not telling you anything else.Nancy Peterson does a

very good job of the narration.This audiobook was provided by the author, narrator, or publisher at

no cost in exchange for an unbiased review.
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